MODEL # BNCS2P

18 GAUGE 2 IN 1 BRAD NAILER / NARROW CROWN STAPLER
Perfect for: small trim and finish, furniture assembly, counter top installs, cabinet assembly, and window casements
Ergonomic soft grip handle adds
comfort and lowers fatigue

360˚ adjustable exhaust easily
directs the exhaust away from
your face or work area

1/4 inch NPT plug with dust
cap to keep debris out of the
tool

Selectable trigger for sequential
or bump fire
Adjustable depth of
drive allows you to
determine fastener
depth in your work
piece

Tool-less, quick release nose
piece easily clears nail jams in
seconds

Soft no-mar tip protects your
work piece from unnecessary
marks

MAGAZINE CAPACITY:
100 nails/staples
OPERATING PRESSURE:
60-110 PSI
NAIL STYLE:
18 Gauge brad nail or
18 Gauge narrow crown staples
STAPLE RANGE:
1/2” - 1 5/8”
NAIL RANGE:
3/8” - 2”

KIT INCLUDES:

2 in 1 nailer/stapler
500 2” Brad nails
500 - 1 5/8” Staples
Hex wrenches
Tool Oil
Extra no mar tip

1/4 inch NPT plug (attached)

MODEL # HWFN3N1P

3 IN 1 HARDWOOD FLOORING NAILER / STAPLER

IN ONE
3 TOOLS

Perfect for: 3/4” and 5/8” hardwood floor installation
Ergonomically positioned
handle adds comfort and
lowers fatigue

Heavy duty aluminum body
1/4 inch NPT plug with dust
cap to keep debris out of
the tool

Composite base eliminates
scratches and damage to
the floor

MAGAZINE CAPACITY:
100 L and T cleats / 90 staples
OPERATING PRESSURE:
70-115 PSI
NAIL STYLE:
16 gauge flooring L cleats and T
cleats
STAPLE STYLE:
15.5 gauge flooring staples
NAIL / STAPLE RANGE:
1 1/2” - 2”

KIT INCLUDES:

Flooring nailer
Hex wrenches
Tool oil
3/4” and 5/8” base plates (3/4”
installed)
Mallet
1/4 inch NPT plug (attached)

MODEL # CRN175P

COIL ROOFING NAILER
Perfect for: roofing shingles and crate assembly
Ergonomic soft grip
handle adds comfort
and lowers fatigue

360˚ adjustable exhaust easily
directs the exhaust away from
your face or work area

1/4 inch NPT plug
with dust cap to keep
debris out of the tool
Lightweight magnesium
body

MAGAZINE CAPACITY:
120 nails (one coil)
OPERATING PRESSURE:
70-115 PSI
NAIL STYLE:
Wire collated 15°-16° coil roofing
nails
NAIL RANGE:
3/4” - 1 3/4”

Trigger lock prevents
accidental firing
Adjustable depth of drive
allows you to determine
fastener depth in your work
piece

Tool-free adjustable
shingle guide ensures
proper placement of
nails

KIT INCLUDES:

Roofing nailer
Hex wrenches
Tool Oil
1/4 inch NPT plug (attached)

Easy open nose piece easily
clears nail jams in seconds

MODEL # CHFN35P

CLIPPED HEAD FRAMING NAILER
Perfect for: general framing, wall and roof sheathing, and deck construction
Ergonomic soft grip handle
adds comfort and lowers
fatigue

360˚ adjustable exhaust
easily directs the exhaust
away from your face or
work area

Lightweight magnesium
body

1/4 inch NPT plug with
dust cap to keep debris
out of the tool

Soft no-mar tip protects your work
piece from unnecessary marks.
Cleated tip ensures proper placement
of nail on hard to reach angles.

Adjustable depth of drive
allows you to determine
fastener depth in your
work piece

MAGAZINE CAPACITY:
90 nails
OPERATING PRESSURE:
70-115 PSI
NAIL STYLE:
Paper collated, 34° clipped head
framing nails
NAIL RANGE:
2” - 3 1/2”

KIT INCLUDES:

Framing nailer
Hex wrenches
Tool oil
Extra no mar tip
Bump fire trigger (Unit equipped
with sequential fire trigger)
1/4 inch NPT plug (attached)

